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Chinary Ung - Cinnabar Heart
Clayton Valli - Dew on Spiderweb
Lydia Winsor Brindamour - early morning (dew, spiderweb) premiere
Stephen Lewis - touch/time premiere
Roger Reynolds - Autumn Island
Katharina Rosenberger - selections from Miniatures after poems by E.E. Cummings

Kirsten Ashley Wiest - soprano
Lee Siu Hei - piano

technical information:
three setups:
downstage center (marimba) for Chinary, Steve and Roger's pieces
downstage center (no marimba, no instruments) for Clayton and Lydia
somewhere else on stage (percussion setup/s) for Katharina's 3 or 4 mini pieces, interspersed between the other pieces
piano centerstage for the last piece, not listed on program
Chinary Ung - Cinnabar Heart

Katharina Rosenberger - selections from Miniatures after poems by E.E. Cummings

Clayton Valli - Dew on Spiderweb
Lydia Winsor Brindamour - early morning (dew, spiderweb)  premiere

Katharina Rosenberger - selections from Miniatures after poems by E.E. Cummings

Stephen Lewis - touch/time  premiere

Katharina Rosenberger - selections from Miniatures after poems by E.E. Cummings

Roger Reynolds - Autumn Island

Encore